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27%

The key to growing ROI lies in understanding your consumer’s needs, interests and behaviors. The 
Relevancy Group’s most recent survey reveals key trends marketers can leverage to bring more value 
to their consumers this holiday season.

2019 Consumer Holiday Expectations

49%
Quality of the goods

44%
Those offering the lowest price

35%
My prior experiences, they never disappoint

35%
Convenience, efficient experience

SPENDING TRENDS
Product quality and price are expected leading factors in choosing a brand, but consumer 
experience is quickly on the rise

TRENDING CHANNELS
Email engagement maintains high impact

Brand relationships are far more effective at maintaining email engagement compared to 
less impactful tactics such as subject line personalization

47%
They like the brand

43%
They feel loyalty to the brand

19%
The subject line was personalized to them

CHANNEL RELEVANCE

THE ECOMMERCE BUYER

39 %
call ‘very important’

Discount codes
and coupons

Product rating and reviews

31% call ‘very important’

MOST IMPORTANT
SHOPPING TOOLS

TOP 3 CONSUMER MOTIVATIONS
ON SPECIAL SHOPPING DAYS

Exclusive
deals

Best
savings

To be part of
‘an event’

1. Discount sent after I made a purchase
2. Offers on products that are not relevant to me
3. Too many reminders that a coupon is expiring
4. Not personalized to me or my interests
5. Suggestions for a product I’ve already purchased

EXPECT FRUSTRATED CONSUMERS
WHEN RELEVANCE FAILS:

10:58 PM

10:58
82% access email through 
their mobile device

1m agoEMAIL

1 in 3 use mobile to triage 
their emails and sort for 
later review

11m agoEMAIL

64% ignore or opt-out of 
email marketing due to 
‘Frequency Overload’

31m agoEMAIL

DEVICE
PREFERENCES

34%

15%

24% 26%
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1/3 or more of consumers under
45 primarily use a mobile device
for online shopping

Consumers 35-53
age demographic are 
most likely to do their 
shopping online

The average number of 
websites consumers 

comparison-shop before 
making a purchase
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consumers check
email hourly

consumers check
email daily

have started using a
new email address this year

KEEP YOUR
DATABASE UPDATED -

WANT TO KNOW YOUR CONSUMERS EVEN BETTER?

CLICK HERE TO REQUEST A PERSONALIZED INSIGHT REPORT

43%

consumers more likely to shop 
when offered personalized offers 

relevant to their web activity

consumers more likely
to be influenced

by real time offers

60%

CONSUMERS OPEN EMAILS WHEN...
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